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Reviewer's report:

Minor Essential Revisions

Review of the article entitled: Analysis of Network Use Behavior of Clinical Medical Students in China

The following sentences/paragraphs require English grammatical review:

Original sentence (Page 1; line 1 & 2):
There are more and more web information resources nowadays, how to use these resources appropriately has become an important subject for the clinical medical students.

I suggest:

Web information resources are on the increase; hence, the appropriate use of such resources has become an important subject for the clinical medical students.

Original Text (Page 1, line 12 & 13):
entertainment in clinical medical students was nearly and with no statistical difference among different types.

I suggest:

entertainment in clinical medical students showed no statistical difference among different types.

Original Text (Page 2, line 3-5):
The higher the clinical medical students' academic level, the stronger their demand for learning, and there is some difference among various internet use behaviors on account of different online period.

I suggest:

The higher the clinical medical students' academic level, the stronger is their demand for learning, and there are some differences among various internet use behaviors on account of different online period.

Original Text (Page 2, line 11-14):
In this research, we proposed to understand the clinical medical students’ internet use behavior, discover the characteristics of their information demand, and the results would contribute to better information need service for library to advance the innovation service, guide and modify the clinical medical students network behavior.

I suggest:
In this research, we proposed to understand the clinical medical students’ internet use behavior and discover the characteristics of their information demand. The results would contribute to better information need service for library to advance the innovation service, guide and modify the clinical medical students network behavior.

Original Text (Page 3, line 1):
31 days were enrolled continuously as the survey period
I suggest:
Thirty-one days were enrolled continuously as the survey period

Original Text (Page 5, line 5&6):
All the respondents’ learning accounted for a proportion of 39.9% on average, which was lower than those (64.7%, 71%) reported previously by GengYuling and Zhu Xiujia [2-3],
I suggest:
All the respondents’ learning accounted for a proportion of 39.9% on average, which was lower than those (64.7%, 71%) reported previously by GengYuling and Zhu Xiujia respectively [2-3],

Original Text (Page 6, line 12):
searching literature resource rank the first (25.3%),
I suggest:
searching literature resource ranked the first (25.3%),

General Comment:
Kindly review the text with special emphasis on the appropriate use of punctuation marks.
The following require further clarifications:
the five-year students rank the first with the highest proportion (59.4%, 18.8%);

To clarify the following:

What do you mean by the second percentage? (18.8%)

Original text (Page 5, line 5&6):

which was lower than those (64.7%, 71%) reported previously by GengYuling and Zhu Xiuja [2-3],

Comment:

This segment should be moved to the discussion part.

*************** END***************

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published
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